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Abstract

In order to get a higher ranking, spam pages deceive the search engine using cheating
technology, which will disturb the users to find useful information via search engine. The
web spam is designed for search engines rather than for users, so it is important to make
a distinction between the normal web pages and the web spam pages. The links of the
normal web pages have a wide variety of sources and the content feature of the normal
web pages are distributed regularly, while links source of the web spam pages is single
and the content features of them are distributed disorderly. So after analyzing the link
diversity and content features distribution of the web pages, a new web page ranking
algorithm was proposed in this paper. In this method, the web pages ranking score is
calculated by the TrustRank method combining web pages links diversity and the web
pages content features. It can be shown from the experimental results that this method
can effectively reduce spam pages ranking score.
Keywords: web spam, normal web pages, link diversity, content features, TrustRank,
PageRank.

1. Introduction
Searching engines are one of the main ways for users to find useful information on
Internet, and a survey in 2009 showed that [1], 68% of people regularly use search
engines, 84.5% of people get new information by using the search engine. Since most
users are only interesting in the search engine returns results in the first three pages [2], in
order to get higher rankings in search engine results, the site managers will work through
search engine optimization (SEO) technology [3] to improve their page quality. SEO
technology make the web site more suitable for search engines to retrieve principle
through the properly designed web content and links, so the web site can obtain a higher
ranking when using the search engine to gain more profit. However, driven by
commercial interests, some web sites use improper search engine optimization techniques
to deceive search engines in order to obtain a higher ranking, and these pages are called
web spam page [4, 5]. Web spam not only affects the user to find useful information
through a search engine, but also wastes resources of search engine seriously. When
search engine indexes web pages according to user's request, it has to deal with a lot of
web spam pages. So for the web search engines, it is one of the top challenges to combat
with web spam[6].
At present, web spam pages are divided into three types according to the cheating
methods: the first one is the cheating method based web content. Content-based Web
spam cheating method means to modify web content such as accumulating a large
number of search keywords, adding the content to web pages maliciously to improve
search engine ranking results. Referring to this type of web spam pages, most studies
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detected web spam by extracting, analyzing the content and features of normal web
pages. For example, Urvoy [7] identified spam web pages according to the similarity
comparison of the web pages style; Cafarella [8] analyzed the distribution of the page
keywords by applying the statistical method, and then detected spam pages based on the
distribution of the keywords; Ntoulas etc. [9] constructed the classifier by extracting,
analyzing web content features to detect web spam. The second cheating method bases on
website pages link structure. Spam page deceive search engine ranking algorithms by
adding extra links or misleading other links to direct to it. The most common technique is
the link farms, which creates a lot of web spam pages which point to the special target
pages. Because the target pages have a large amount of inbound links, they can get a
higher ranking through the sorting algorithm. The study of Adali [10] showed that all the
web spam pages directing to a target page is the most effective link cheating method.
Many studies detected link-based spam pages through web links structure graph.
PageRank algorithm [11], which ranks pages by the link's contribution value between
web pages, is one of the famous ranking algorithms based on web link graph.
In the PageRank algorithm, o( p) represents the number of outgoing links to the web
page p . The PageRank value of page p can be obtained by the following formula:
p(q)
1
 (1   )
N
( p , q ) o( q )

p( p)   

(1)

Where  is an attenuation coefficient, and  p, q  means there is a link between page
q and p. N is the number of all web pages[11].
Based on trust propagation model and PageRank algorithm, Gyongyi proposed a
TrustRank algorithm [12], which assigns a value to each page using the trust propagation
method. The web pages are ranked according to the above trust value. There are two
steps in the TrustRank algorithm: seed selection and trust propagation. An initial value
for pages of seed collection is set by TrustRank algorithm, and the Trustrank value of all
pages is defined as below:
TR    TR  T  (1   )  d

(2)

Where d is the static score distribution vector of seeds collection, T is the matrix
calculated based on PageRank algorithm,  is an attenuation coefficient which is set to
0.85 usually.
Using the page trust value, Asano et. al., [13] modified the HIST algorithm to detect
the spam pages based on link cheating. Jacob [14] detected the spam page based on the
network graph regularization. The third cheating method is hiding technology, which
hides web content by setting key words or other webpage content to the same color of the
background color, and then the page content “lost” in the same color background.
When calculating a page ranking score, the existing page ranking algorithm based on
links structure only thought about two factors, the number of the pages and the quality of
the pages that directing to this page. If the sources of a page’s link come from other
different pages, it indicates that this page has been recognized widely. Otherwise, if a
page’s link comes from a single source, this page may be a spam page, even though it has
more voters. Therefore, we analyzed the variety of the pages’ link source and extracted
the web page content features based on the TrustRank algorithm. The page ranking score
was calculated by combining the link diversity and content features. After that, the high
quality web page was given a high page rank as much as possible, leaving the web spam
pages on the list.
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2. Web Link and Content Features
The links of normal web page usually come from other normal pages, but spam pages
usually use link farms and other cheating ways to improve the number of links. Because
of the obvious difference between normal web pages’ link and spam pages’ link, we
analyze the information of web pages’ link firstly.
2.1. Link Diversity
The cheating method based on link spam usually has two kinds. The first one is that a
large number of web spam pages pointed to the target page by link farm to improve the
score of the target page. The second way is links exchange cheating. In this way, multiple
target web spam pages are created. Besides the target web pages are linked by link farm,
they also linked between each other to improve their ranking score. In order to achieve
higher score for the target pages, web pages in link farm usually only point to the target
page, while the normal web page rarely points to the spam pages, so the link source of the
spam pages are relatively simple.
According to the above theory, now the diversity of the web pages link source is
analyzed [15]. The link diversity of the web p and q is defined as follows:
D ( p, q )  1 

U ( p) U (q)
U ( p) U (q)

(3)

Wherein, U ( p) represents the k nearest neighbor set of web page p , and U (q)
represents the k nearest neighbor set of web page q . | * | represents the number of pages in
the set, and k is usually set to 3. As the pages in link farm point to each other, so the
diversity of spam pages link is usually lower. The link weight between the link farm
pages and target cheating pages is weakened according to the link variety, reaching the
purpose of reducing the value of the spam pages. As normal web pages are pointed by
other normal web pages and have higher link variety, the link weight of normal web
pages is less affected by this operation.
Combining with the diversity of web links, the new weight of link between web pages
p and q is calculated as the following formula.
D( p, q)  W ( p, q)  D( p, q)

(4)

Where W ( p, q) represent the original weight. The smaller the link diversity between
web pages, the greater the penalty for the link weights, the smaller the contribution value
of the web page.
2.2. Content Features of Web Pages
As the web spam pages aim to improve search engine ranking score, most of the web
content is the accumulation of large amount of search keywords and large irrelevant
content maliciously added. So we analyzed the content features of the web pages in the
data set UK-2007 provided by Yahoo search engine. After analyzing the contents of the
spam pages and normal web pages, some obvious content features were extracted, the
number of title words and web pages compression ratio.
2.2.1. The Number of Title Words: When using search engines, we generally input key
words to find what we need, so in many spam pages a large amount of keywords which
are not related to web contents are put together as a page title, this way can improve
matching degree, made spam pages more easily to be searched by search engine. This is
the so-called keyword stuffing. We have statistically analyzed the number of title words
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in spam pages and normal web pages respectively, the results are shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The Distribution of the Number of Title Words in Spam Pages
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Figure 2. The Distribution of the Number of Title Words in Normal Pages
As can be seen from the Figure 1 and Figure 2, the number of normal pages is 2.92%
when the number of title words is more than 15 in the data set. While the spam pages
titles are filled with malicious keywords or the repeating target keywords in order to get a
higher ranking, the proportion of the pages whose number of title words is more than 15
is as high as 12.08%. It can be seen from the figures that the distribution of normal web
pages title length is near the normal distribution. The following formula describes the
probability density function of the normal distribution.

f ( x) 

1
2



e

( x  u )2
2 2

(5)

Where u is the mean of the random variables of normal distribution, σ is the standard
deviation of the random variables.
2.2.2. Web Pages Compression Ratio: If same query keywords appear in a web page
many times, the search engine will give this page a higher ranking score. When users
search information according to this keyword, this web has more chance to achieve a
high ranking and be selected by users. For example, for a given query keyword, the one
appearing many times in the content of the web page ranks higher than the one appearing
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only once. In the dataset, the distribution of compression ratio of normal web pages and
spam pages are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 3. The Distribution of the Compression Rate about Spam Pages
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Figure 4. The Distribution of the Compression Rate about Normal Web
Pages
As can be seen from Figure 3 and Figure 4, the proportion of normal web pages
plummets when the compression rate is more than 2.8, the proportion is only about
6.52%. While the proportion of spam pages is 9.45% when compression rate is more than
2.8, the proportion is much higher than normal pages.
From Figure 4 we can get the information that the distribution of normal web
compression rate is approximate Poisson distribution, and the probability distribution of
Poisson distribution is as follows.
P( X  k )=

k
k!

e- ,k =0,1,2,...

(6)

Where the parameters ε is larger than 0, the value of k is the integer part of the web
compression rate divided by 0.2, and the distribution of normal web compression rate can
be well fitted by the parameters   10,   80 .
We also analyzed the distribution of web page content, such as the number of text
words, the proportion of visual text, the proportion of anchor text, and the average word
length and so on. After the analysis of the distribution in the normal web pages content
and the spam pages content, we found that the distribution of the content in normal web
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pages had the certain regularity, and the distribution of the contents of the spam pages
was not regular.
For different web pages content features, we use approximate distribution function to
fit them, and calculate the difference between characteristic value of web content and
distribution function. Because the content of normal web pages is in accordance with the
law, the difference is small. While the content distribution of the spam pages is out of
order, the difference is large. So we can use this difference to distinguish spam pages
from the normal web pages.
2.3. Ranking combining link diversity and content features
We define the difference value based on the content features as follows.
n

g ( p)   Pi ( p)  Ci ( p)

(7)

i

Wherein, the value of Pi ( p) is the proportion of pages when the content feature is i ,
Ci ( p) is the approximate distribution function which fits the content feature of web
pages properly, n is the number of content features we have chosen. g ( p) is the
difference between characteristic value of web content and distribution function.
Combining web page link diversity, web content feature distribution and TrustRank
algorithm, we calculated the rank score of web pages in the database. Calculation formula
of TrustRank algorithm is defined as follow.
TR( p)  

r ( p)
1
 (1   )
N
q:( q , p ) o( q )



(8)

Where r ( p) represents the number of incoming links of page p , and o( p) represents
the number of outgoing links of page p ,  is a decay factor, and q : (q, p) means there
exists a link between page p and q , N is the number of the web pages.
The new calculation formula is as follow.
r ( p)  

r (q)

1

  D( p, q) o(q)  (1   ) N    g ( p)

(9)

(9)

q:( q , p )

Wherein, D( p, q) represents the weight between web page p and web page
q combined with diversity of links. If page p is a normal web page, the weight
D( p, q) between web page p and web page q is large, and the value of g ( p) is small,
so the score value of the web page p will be high. If page p is a web spam page, the
weight D( p, q) is small and the value of g ( p) is high, web page p will get a low score.
As a result of the actual calculation, the value of g ( p) is relatively small, in order to
effectively penalize the spam pages, we set a weight  for g ( p) and the value of  is set
to 10 here.

3. Experiment and Results
3.1. Dataset
We used the UK-2007 as a data set, which is published by the Yahoo laboratory. In the
data base, web pages are manually labeled as three categories: non-spam, spam,
undecided. Among them, only the "non-spam" and "spam" are selected as the data set. A
total of 5797 pages are labeled in the data set, including 321 spam pages and 5476 normal
pages. Since the ratio of spam and non-spam is about 1:17, in this experiment we
adjusted the proportion of positive samples and negative samples appropriately.
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3.2. Measurement Standard
In order to effectively detect the experimental results, we use the precision, the recall
rate and F-measure as the results testing standard.
The number of spam samples which are identified correctly is expressed by TP; the
number of spam samples which are identified as non-spam is expressed by TN; the
number of non-spam samples which are identified as spam is expressed by FP; the
number of non-spam samples which are correctly identified is expressed by FN.
Precision is the proportion of the real spam pages in the forecast spam pages. The
higher the precision is, the smaller the probability that normal web pages mistaken as
spam pages is. The calculation formula of precision is as follow.
Pr ecision  TP / (TP  FP)

(10)

Recall means the proportion of correctly forecast pages in the real spam pages, the
calculation formula of recall is as follow.
Re call  TP / (TP  TN )

(11)

F-measure is the average of the precision rate and recall rate, which integrates the
precision and recall as an indicator. The calculation formula of F-measure is as follow.
F  2

Pr ecision  Re call
Pr ecision+ Re call

(12)

3.3. Results
In this section, the validity of the method is verified by the test on the data set. The
data set is UK-2007, which is published by the Yahoo laboratory.
We calculated the score of the web pages in four different cases. According to the
value which is calculated by different algorithm, web pages are divided into 10 barrels in
descending order, and the proportion of spam pages in each barrel is calculated. These
four cases are set as follow. The first one, only the TrustRank value of the web page is
calculated; The second one, the value of web page combining the TrustRank and link
diversity value is calculated; The third one, TrustRank value of the web page is
calculated combining the content feature distribution; The last one, TrustRank value of
the web page is calculated combined with link diversity and the content feature
distribution. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Relationship between Number of Bucket and Proportion of Spam
Pages
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As can be seen from Figure 5, in ten barrels, each barrel has a certain percentage of the
spam pages. The bigger number of the barrels is, the more proportion of the spam pages
is. The proportion of spam pages in the first few barrels is much smaller than the
proportion of pages in the barrels behind. TrustRank algorithm only considers the link
information, so there are still a lot of spam pages in the first three barrels, the proportion
is 16.06%. When the TrustRank algorithm combined the link features and the content
features respectively, the proportion of the spam pages was reduced to 12.38% and
11.65% in the first three barrels; the proportion of spam pages has increased in the later
barrels. When the TrustRank algorithm combined with link diversity and content
features, the proportion of the spam pages was reduced to 6.59% in the first three barrels,
the proportion of the spam pages increased to 39.39% in the last three barrels. The
method combined with link diversity and content features can reduce the ranking of spam
pages effectively.
The precision and recall are also used to detect the validity of the proposed method.
Each page has a value calculated by our algorithm, and the page is ranked according to
the value. In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, a threshold is selected. If
the ranking value of the web page is greater than the threshold, it is considered to be
normal web page. If the value is less than the threshold, it is considered to be a spam
page. The results are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The Results of Measurement Standard
When the 9th barrel is selected as the threshold, the spam pages whose values are less
than the boundary value of 9 barrel can be detected. The precision is 92.6%, recall is
73.9% and F-measure is 0.822.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, the diversity of web links and the distribution of the content of the web
pages were analyzed. The score of the web page was calculated according to the
TrustRank method combined with link diversity and the content feature distribution. The
ranking score value of the spam pages is punished by the nature of link diversity and the
distribution of the content feature. Experimental results showed that TrustRank
calculation method combining the link diversity and the distribution of the content feature
could effectively reduce the ranking score of the spam pages, and reduce spam pages
ranking in the search engine results accordingly.
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